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Consent Form for Interview (2017-2018) 
 
 

Request to Interview 
We request your permission for participation in a video interview over video-chat software (e.g., Skype®) 
and video-recorder software. If the video interview meets connexions' standards (i.e., subject-matter 
relevance and technical standards of captured video), the video will proceed to post-production. 
 
By signing this consent form, you acknowledge acceptance of the journal's right and decision to either 
publish or not publish a recorded interview, based on these main factors: relevance of interview (i.e., 
contributing new knowledge to the field) and quality of video. Video interviews are published to 
connexions' Vimeo® channel throughout the year, as they are completed. 
 

Your Role 
The interviewers will request insights on one or more aspects of international and/or intercultural 
professional communication within a global context. During the interview, you may answer questions as 
comprehensively as your preparation for the interview allows. 
 

Improving Connectivity & Video Quality 
Please remember to close down any programs that you have running other than Skype®. It is also a good 
idea to reboot your computer before the interview. The interviewer will take similar steps just  
before the interview. 
 

Careful Staging & Test Recording 
Before the video interview, the interviewer will direct you through a 5-10 minute walkthrough. This 
walkthrough includes careful staging as well as a test recording. The interviewer takes great care to (1) 
check lighting, (2) situate the interviewee in the best location in the field of view (i.e., camera to subject), and (3) 
check sound quality. Before the actual interview takes place, it is not uncommon for this process to involve 
one or more video callbacks that serve to reduce glare, avoid disruptive shadows, and prevent image or voice 
distortion. If these requirements are not met, the interview may have to be rescheduled and restaged. If the 
requirements are met, the interviewer will proceed with the interview, as scheduled. 
 

Post-production & Transcription 
When the video interview is approved and post-produced, it will be published to connexions' Vimeo® channel. 
 

Interview Copyright Policy 
We at connexions follow a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 
International License (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). 
 

 
 

Ver.	Dec.	20,	2016		
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